CELESTIQ

Preproduction model shown throughout. See cadillac.com for details.
BESPOKE LUXURY AT ITS MOST TRANSCENDENT
A SINGULAR LEGACY DESERVES SINGULAR EXPRESSION
One glimpse of its otherworldly shape and dramatic proportions announces a presence beyond bold, and a gravitas that defies imitation. Because each CELESTIQ is designed to stand alone as a unique work of art—as singular as the rare individuals destined to drive it. Where limitless personalization becomes the gateway to infinite possibility. And where every color, material and texture becomes more than a choice—but an extension of the owner's very essence. Because after all, CELESTIQ is more than a vehicle. It's the expression of a singular legacy in motion.
A MAGNETIC WORK
OF HANDCRAFTED ARTISTRY
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Every CELESTIQ is its own masterpiece—one demanding a level of hand-built, artisanal craftsmanship all but lost in contemporary automaking. Because when you set out to craft a vehicle of truly groundbreaking artistry, no detail is too small, and no ambition is too big. And so it’s through the finest attention to detail and the most meticulous standards of quality and material that CELESTIQ’s breathtaking grandeur is realized. All to result in beauty at its most bespoke.
ARTFULLY INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY TO ELEVATE LIFE
CELESTIQ isn’t just the most technologically advanced vehicle in Cadillac’s storied history, it’s futurism made manifest. Integrating technology so artfully, it transcends science to arrive at pure emotion. Where choreographed lighting immerses you in the universe’s vivid colors. Where a pillar-to-pillar HD LED display harmonizes with a studio-quality aural experience to transport your senses into the symphonic. And where Cadillac’s expertise in hands-free advanced driver-assistance technologies is elevated even further with Ultra Cruise¹. Because technology that advances the future by emboldening humanity is the greatest luxury of all.

¹Ultra Cruise advanced driver assistance technology functionality is currently preproduction and subject to change. Capability will evolve over time by way of over-the-air updates once functionality becomes available. More details about Ultra Cruise will be available closer to launch. Terms and conditions will apply.
DISCOVER CELESTIQ

Visit cadillac.com/electric/celestiq for more information.

Cadillac reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, models and availability. Specifications, dimensions, measurements, ratings and other numbers are approximations based on design and engineering drawings, prototypes and laboratory tests. Your vehicle may differ due to variations in manufacture and equipment. Since some information may have been updated since the time of distribution, please check with your Cadillac dealer for complete details. Cadillac reserves the right to lengthen or shorten the model year for any product for any reason or to start and end model years at different times. Certain vehicle features may lose their usefulness over time due to obsolescence from technological changes.
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